
Fred Williams Track League 

 

Final Report 
 

It was a fine late summer evening that marked the final night of the Wolverhampton 

Wheelers Track League but it was to be a shortened programme of races to allow for 

presentations during the night.  However the die was largely cast and the overall 

rankings were unlikely to change at this stage. 

 

As is the case with so many cycling clubs they are very much a family affair.  Without 

doubt our currently most famous member is professional cyclist Andy Tennant and 

mother Lyn remains a keen club rider.  Youth rider Adam Lewis gained a well 

deserved third place in his first season riding up in Senior A.  He was up against far 

more experienced athletes and in fact celebrated his fifteen birthday just two weeks 

ago.  Adam’s brother Matt managed second place overall in the Freewheelers.  

Meanwhile father Mark Lewis is unable to match their success but still finishes 

nineteenth in Senior B. 

 

Further family connections abound.  Ben Hardwick took first place in the 

Freewheelers - and the competition between Ben and Matt has kept the crowd 

entertained throughout the season.  Father Carl Hardwick is a keen competitor in 

Senior B and shares nineteenth place with Mark Lewis.  Alan Hilleard is further up 

the score board in twelfth place but still unable to emulate the achievement of his 

daughter Georgia.  She shares fourth place in the Freewheelers with Claire Fielding 

both just behind Sam Jones in third place. 

 

Stephen Croggon of Beacon RCC started strongly and continued to race consistently 

throughout the league.  This secured him first place in Senior B.  Consistency also 

produced results for the highly experienced Wheeler Andy Jones with younger riders 

left wondering how he does it.  Youth riders Tim Metcalfe and Chris Brookes still 

managed fourth and sixth respectively. 

 

Jack Hibberd from Halesowen was the clear winner of Senior A and thus took overall 

honours in the league.  Not content with this accolade a few days later Jack entered 

the Black Country Triathletes Autumn Sprint where he also produced a very credible 

performance.  Jess Wieckowski of Team Nemesis took second place in Senior A, 

Adam Lewis (see above) third, Jason Colledge fourth, BC coach Craig Ansell fifth 

and Richard Walkerdine seventh. 

 

The style and grace with which Jack Escritt rode guaranteed him victory in Youth but 

this wasn’t to say that he didn’t encounter some strong opposition.  Charlotte 

Broughton provided a sustained challenge earlier in the season.  The final rankings 

show that Ryan Phillips took a well deserved third place but it was the later efforts of 

James Ireson (second place) that must be the last words of this report.  After a modest 

start to the season James came on strongly towards the end but unfortunately crashed 

quite badly on this the final night which was sufficient for an ambulance and hospital 

visit.  Despite his injuries just two days later James was back on his bike training at 

the track.  This is surely the essence of sportsmanship and for this and many other 



reasons we have much to look forward to in the Wolverhampton Wheelers Track 

League 2011. 


